our goal is to assist
In many communities around the world, a social crisis is taking place. Children from broken and
impoverished families are turning to drugs and gangs as a means of overcoming the isolation and
opposition they’ve experienced. Often, the broken communities these children call home exist in
an entirely different world than our own, so how do we bridge the cultural gap?
Sport has the unrivalled ability to give children a sense of belonging, meaning, value, and purpose
no matter where they are from. The structure that a team provides, led by coachrd who care about
their players, instills a sense of confidence that can stay with a child for the rest of his or her life.
And by bringing organized sport to communities that may never have the opportunity otherwise,
we’re creating truly once-in-a-lifetime opportunities for children around the world.

Who do we assist?
1 We help people who are passionate about sport to bridge athletics and the humanitarian world.
2 We provide the less fortunate with once-in-a-lifetime opportunities through sport. 3 We diversify
and strengthen the humanitarian efforts of others. 4 We provide a channel for the distribution for
humanitarian goods and services in the sporting community.
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We envision a day where communities and entire countries
are transformed by the opportunities created through sport.
Where do we assist?
Paraguay
From the safe and secure foundation
provided by our partner GAiN,
SportAid has provided valueadded instruction to empower local
staff to run soccer programs for
underprivileged children, transforming
communities throughout Paraguay.
Swaziland
In Bulembu, Swaziland, we’ve added
sport to various humanitarian efforts
and have seen its transformational
power at work through our athletic
academy and sports programs.

Benin
In partnership with GAiN’s
comprehensive water well strategy,
SportAid has sent teams, helped
construct facilities, and supplied
valuable sporting resources
throughout Benin.

Northern Canada
Tadoule Lake and Pauingassi are two
isolated first nation communities in
northern Manitoba where SportAid will
further assist sports leaders working
in these centres as well as providing

Malawi & Zambia
SportAid will continue to provide
coaching and leadership training as
well as resources to national leaders
who in turn will operate academies
for young ‘stars’ through to elite
national level athletes.
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